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I Status Quo of the Global MVNO Market

On May 2013, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology issued the Notice for the Launch of MVNO Pilot Program in China, which means that private enterprises are allowed to enter into the MVNO business (Mobile Virtual Network Operator, referred to as MVNO hereafter). This notice indicates that in a short time, we will see MVNOs in China's telecom market. The development of the MVNO business is under the backdrop of a progressive opening-up of China's telecom market and telecom businesses. As the telecom market continues to become increasingly mature, different segments begin to demonstrate different demands. However, because telecom markets in various nations are usually dominated by several monopoly players who can hardly satisfy the various needs of each segment, room is created for MVNOs.

The MVNOs do not establish their own real mobile network; instead, they rent network infrastructure from telecom incumbents to operate telecom businesses such as voice, SMS, and data services. According to the statistics from MIIT, in 2012, the total revenue of China's telecom market reached RMB 1.08 trillion. Taking the average market share for about 3% of the total global market, the future market size of MVNO businesses will be around RMB 30 billion1.

MVNO originated from Europe in the 1990s of the last century. An open telecom market in Western European countries provided a sound external environment for the development of the MVNO business. Since 2000, Western European and North American markets led the first wave of MVNO development, and now those markets have entered into a mature stage looking to create new value. Since 2005, the MVNO business began to catch up in the Asia Pacific region and Asia Pacific started to lead the second wave of MVNO growth. As of May 2013, the total numbers of MVNOs in the world reached 1207, among them, 723 are in Europe, 197 are in Asia Pacific, and 174 are in North America2.

Sources: COLEAGO Consulting
2 Sources: Deloitte's Statistics from Prepaid MVNO Website
From the development trend of the MVNO business, the MVNO markets in Western Europe and North America are more mature and account for 7~10% of the market share, while in other countries, market share of the MVNO business is only about 3%.

Deloitte estimates that in the next three years, global MVNO growth will mainly occur in emerging countries. The opening of the Chinese MVNO market will further lead Asian Pacific countries to be the growth point of the global MVNO business. However, in terms of market share, the MVNO market in Asia still falls behind that of Western Europe and North America by about 5%.
II Operation Strategy of MVNO

Since MVNOs do not have their own networks, they must rent network infrastructure from telecom operators in order to provide telecom services. This prerequisite determines that the operation strategy will be core to the success of MVNOs; otherwise, they can't get their share standing beside telecom incumbents as powerful competitors and business partners.

What are the operation strategies for a MVNO business? Deloitte has picked several classic cases in global MVNO development to make an in-depth analysis.
Case Study 1: Virgin Group’s MVNO services in India

Virgin Group is the largest private company in UK, it has about 200 subsidiaries. Its business scope covers airline, train, soft drink, music, holiday entertainment, automobile, wine, publishing and wedding dresses, etc. At the end of 1999, the company set up Virgin Mobile in partnership with UK’s one2one Telecom Company with equal stake. After its entrance into UK’s telecom market, it acquired 300,000 clients in less than 7 months. Virgin Group also cooperated with mobile internet operators in Australia, Singapore, North America, South Africa, and India, and has become a successful example in the MVNO business.

The targeted group of Virgin is young people between 15 to 30 years old. For them, the Virgin brand represents fashionable, dynamic, and comprehensive services. In India, people under-25-years-old account for about 50% of the total population. Thanks to the conjunction in targeted group, India is the best targeted market for Virgin to promote its products in all categories.

Since Indian laws forbid direct foreign investment in the MVNO business, in 2008, Virgin Group set up Virgin Mobile India Ltd. Company in partnership with Tata Teleservices, the second largest CDMA operator in India, by signing a franchise agreement, with each of the two parties holding 50% of the stake. The newly-found company launched the Virgin Mobile brand in March 2008, which was positioned as "the first mobile service in India specially targeted at a younger generation" and offered the most favourable prepaid service plan in India. A year after its launch, Virgin Mobile enjoyed a brand awareness rate close to 90% in its targeted customers.

President of Virgin pointed out "as a virtual mobile company, we purchase voice minutes from traditional network operators and then provide telecom services under the Virgin brand. Unlike other telecom operators, who use most of their investment to build network infrastructure, we use all of our investment to provide services to our customers."

By leveraging the content and brand advantages of its parent company, Virgin Mobile easily found a way to differentiate its service from other
Virgin Mobile fully leveraged the advantage of Virgin brand, enhanced in-depth cooperation with other sub-brands under the Virgin Group, and used the resources of the mature master brand to provide characterized services to its own customers. Virgin Mobile's cell phone integrates all kinds of services by Virgin Group and achieved great synergy and mutual-promotion of multiple businesses under the Virgin brand.

At the same time, cross-selling of various businesses increased customer loyalty, and the joined forces of various sub-brands also became important merits to attract new customers.
Case Study 2: Failed Move by ESPN into the MVNO Business

At the end of 2005, ESPN entered into the MVNO market with the launch of its own mobile phone service brand—ESPN mobile, by renting American telecom operator Sprint Nextel's network. ESPN's market positioning is to leverage its advantage in sports content to provide sports news, real-time score, best roundups, and game videos to its users. Users would be kept up to date with the latest sports news, and ESPN would lock up these targeted customers in its segmented market. In November 2005, ESPN began to sell ESPN mobile phones in cooperation with the electronic product retailer Best Buy, and at the same time, expanded its market through telemarketing and online marketing.

However, seven months later, after spending about $150 million on ESPN mobile, it only acquired 30,000 users, far less than the break-even point of at least 500,000 users. As a result, in December 2006, MVNO Mobile ESPN had to announce the closing of its business.

The key attribute of ESPN's unsuccessful move lies in the failure of its marketing strategy in acquiring new customers and the high charge for its exclusive content service. If a user wanted ESPN's mobile service, he/she would have to spend $199 to buy a mobile phone, and then spend an extra $35 to $225 per month for the content. This unreasonably high price scared away many potential customers. According to a report by the market research firm Brandimensions, 60% of the 1900 interviewees gave up subscribing for ESPN's service for the aforementioned reasons. Furthermore, ESPN didn't spend enough money on traditional channels and its online marketing campaign was nothing new. All these factors combined were the reasons for ESPN's failure in acquiring enough subscribers in a short time in order to achieve break-even point. This ultimately led to ESPN leaving the MVNO business.

Although ESPN had rich resources in providing sports content and focused on a specific customer group with shining characteristics, the services it provided to its clients from game scores to video roundups were not attractive enough for users to pay extra fees. ESPN's pricing strategy and marketing strategy in this early stage of its market entry didn't provide enough motivation for potential customers to switch mobile network operators, and eventually led to its unsuccessful move into the MVNO market.
Besides leveraging advantages in branding or distribution channels to enter into the MVNO market, other companies focused on a specific segment in order to achieve precision pricing and differentiated services.

For example, the new-immigrant-focused Lebara Mobile company was established by three Sri Lanka immigrants in the UK. The company hired Vodafone’s network in many European countries to provide telephone services to minority group customers including immigrants, expatriates, overseas student, etc., who often need to make international calls. Because of a clearly-defined targeted group and explicit promotional approach, Lebara enjoyed a very high loyalty among minority group customers.

Some fixed network operators in the telecom industry do not build up their own mobile network, but they can leverage their years of operation experience in the telecom industry as well as their existing customer base, to provide quadruple play service with a favorable price by renting mobile network from other operators and bind customer resources. The classic cases are ONO and TELE2.

**Case Study 3: ONO realize quadruple play with the help of MVNO**

ONO, a Spanish broadband communication company, was founded in 1998, which provided telephone, television and network services to household customers. Based on its existing infrastructure, ONO launched new generation of cable infrastructure, allowing its customers to enjoy 3-in-1 service of television, telephone and internet. By the end of 2002, about one third of ONO customers used this 3-in-1 service. In February 2006, when Spain opened its MVNO market in cooperation with Telefonica, ONO became the fourth operator in Spain to provide quadruple play service integrating fixed-in telephone, mobile phone, internet and television.

Tele2 and ONO have advantages in the MVNO business because as telecom operators themselves, they have their own telecom infrastructure and customer base. After the opening of the MVNO market, they provided quadruple play services to bind customer resources. At the same time, with the rich operation experience accumulated over years, they can also minimize expenditures, such as the MVNO service fee and operation cost, etc. In comparison with other enterprises aiming to enter the MVNO business, Tele2 and ONO both have an obvious natural advantage.
Deloitte based its analysis on international MVNO practice, and classified MVNO operation models into 4 categories (see chart 3).

Chart 3: Four Typical Marketing Strategies of MVNOs

Source: Deloitte Consulting Team
III Key Success Elements of MVNO

Deloitte believes there are three key elements to success in the MVNO business:

Firstly, the company must have resource advantage. When we look back at MVNO development in the world, successful MVNO companies usually have at least one of the following resource advantages:

1. A sound distribution channel: In the international market, there are successful MVNO examples like Tesco Mobile in the UK and Ireland, Carrefour in Europe and Taiwan, Wal-Mart in the US, etc. In analyzing the key to their success, it was clear that these retailers have sound distribution channels, and as a result, when they expand to new customers, they can minimize the marketing and service cost. For MVNO businesses, acquisition of initial customers is the most difficult step in the market campaign; professional retailers can easily solve this problem.

2. A Strong Brand: Some brands are very powerful in that they strongly attract customers in their specific targeted group, such as Virgin and Disney Group. These brands can leverage their own advantages to attract new customers in the targeted group at a comparatively lower cost, and at the same time, use the brand's unique marketing approach to realize bundling sales with other products under the same brand to improve customer loyalty.

3. Operator's Own Resources: When entering into a new market, for the purpose of cost-saving and avoiding certain policy restrictions, some telecom operators can open a MVNO business by hiring mobile network from local operators. Thanks to their rich experience in telecom operation and the fixed customer base in broadband or television services, they have prominent advantages when exploring the new MVNO market.

What is worth mentioning is that in January 2013, China Telecom reached a cooperation agreement with the British mobile network operator Everything Everywhere (referred to as EE hereinafter). In the
future, China Telecom can carry out marketing campaigns in the UK under its own brand by EE’s MVNA subsidiary Transatel.

4. Content Advantage: Having multiple resources, businesses can conduct bundling sales between mobile services and content services through MVNOs. This was the case for Universal and ESPN. Universal Music Mobile France is the MVNO operation setup by Universal Group. It offers free music downloads in its mobile service package and effectively binds its content resource with MVNO services to improve loyalty of existing customers and to expand its market share of MVNOs.

Secondly, MNVOs need to have a clear positioning of its marketing strategy, to differentiate its services from those provided by telecom operators.

If we look at the targeted groups of MVNOs, they cover almost all customer groups with unique features. (see table 1)

Table 1: Summary of MVNO segments in the world

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of MVNO</th>
<th>Targeted Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Mobile</td>
<td>Low-income group under 35 years old, young people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TracFone</td>
<td>Hispanic group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanco</td>
<td>MNCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qual Comm LifeComm</td>
<td>Medical application group mainly between 40 to 65 years old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toubatel</td>
<td>Islamic group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karma, NetZero, FreedomPop</td>
<td>Clients with a huge demand for data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simyo (KPN's MVNO in Holland, Germany, Belgium and Spain)</td>
<td>Price-sensitive low-income group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MVNO practice has proved that in order to survive, players in the MVNO market need to deeply explore specific demand of targeted customer groups, highly integrate telecom services with its own business, provide an innovative product portfolio and try to avoid direct price war with telecom operators.

Thirdly, MNVOs need to attract a large amount of initial customers in a short time. If a MNVO can't rapidly expand its market in the early stage of its market entry, it is very difficult to make any big breakthrough in the future.

In general, in comparison with mobile network operators, the fixed cost of MVNO is relatively small. The fixed cost only accounts for about 25% of a MVNO's total cost, while that for a real network operator is about 75%.

Moreover, in the international MVNO market, MVNO players have covered almost all the industries from retailing, entertainment, manufacturing to telecommunications, etc.

If we look at the development of the MVNO business in Europe and North America, the starting stage of a MVNO business is usually about 5 year. Once the MVNO market is open, new players will emerge in large scale; then, only the fittest can survive after the peak stage, mainly those MVNOs with competitive advantages. From this perspective, the development of MVNO is very familiar to that of internet companies in the sense that there will be only one winner in each market segment.

So, for normal customers, joining MVNO services means they have to change their mobile number or switch to other operators. At the early stage of market entry, if a MVNO can't give potential customers enough reasons to give up their current mobile service operator and provide enough subsidy to compensate for the switching cost, they will lost attractiveness to potential customers. In the future, if a MVNO can't attract enough customers in a short time to lower operation cost, it will definitely be eliminated by the market.
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